Plus-point product diversity
Retractable tail lift with a capacity of 1.000 kg or 1.500 kg
low in height and needing very little assembly depth.

Our multi-purpose model : UASX 1008/1508
Retractable tail lift with a capacity of 1.000 kg or 1.500 kg

Multi-purpose loading system for vehicles with fixed or
interchangeable bodies, as well as those fitted with
a tow-ball unit.

Guaranteed unproblematic loading and unloading
on ramps or with forklift trucks (a version for
interchangeable bodies is also available)

The versatile partner with intelligent advantages:
Fast assembly through four bolted assembly plates, no welding
is necessary on the vehicle.
.

Loading and unloading on ramps or with forklift trucks
is not a problem
.

Its reduced height of 280 mm and assembly depth of 1.200 mm
allows an assembly on 7,5 t trucks
.

Spring assisted folding and unfolding of the platform
.

Even more versatile thanks to its interchangeable system
.

Anodized aluminum platform
.

Static bridge plate, eliminating the need for an additional plate
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Product information
Lifting mechanism
Black KTL coated (RAL 9005), maintenance-free bushings,
pre-drilled assembly plates to bolt the lift onto the vehicle frame,
crash bar in one piece (tested by TÜV),
electrical interface according to VEHH norms
.

Lifting capacity / load distance
1.000 kg / 1.500 kg at 600 mm
.

Lifting arm lengths / loading height
Lifting arm length 1.100 mm max. /
loading height max. 1.620 mm
.

Platform
Aluminum, anodized

Standard equipment
Waterproof control box
.

Bolted plates, for fast assembly
.

2 button hand-held control with wanderlead
.

Installation ready steel mainframe, black coated,
with brackets
.

Automatic ground tilting
.

Static over roll plate
.

Controls for servicing the lift (Service Switch)
.

Quiet running power pack with thermo switch
.

Maintenance-free bushings
.

Warning flags
.

The platform can be tilted at any loading position

Accessories (in extracts)
Warranty extension from 24 to 36 months
.

3 button hand-held control with wanderlead
.

Flat 2 button safety foot controls on the platform
.

.

Warning flashlights on platform corners

TYPE:

.

Case for rear lights
.

Hydraulic leveling

.

Platform height / weight:

UASX
mm
kg
1.500 524
1.700 537

.

Different types of cart stop
.

Rear beam
.

Mass cable
.

.

Cross milling on the platform
Towing ball coupling (to be bolted)
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